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Abstract: Problem statement: The convergence of modern retail formats in the developing world is resisted by the persistence of traditional retail formats. The issue of lower-circuit and middle-circuit in traditional retail trade in the modernizing urban arena has raise debates about its co-existence in different cultural and geographical settings. The aim of this study is to examine the persisting organizational features of sundry and general store retail trade in Labuan town, East Malaysia.

Approach: A descriptive design using qualitative approach is utilized. Data is collected from a series of recursive informal interview from a total of 14 sundry and general retailers. Data is analyzed from themes derived from narrative account.

Results: The findings reveal that the persistence of traditional retailing can be characterized by family business and the stability of sole proprietorship, coupled with the prevalence of independent outlets. The reasons attributed to the persistence of traditional retailing are a combination of organizational capacity factors of the retail traders and the situational context of the island economy.

Conclusion: Island towns have a unique capacity to preserve certain retail trades that are under threat in conventional geographical context. This implies that the island with porous borders, not only have a confluence of external influence, but can sustain economic cultures. Future research can explore the persistence of cultural goods in these sundry and general stores to see the extent to which diverse socio-economic market structures are served.
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INTRODUCTION

Economic development can be viewed as part of a broad process of cultural transformation in which cities and towns act as agents of change. As such cities become a tool of modernization and this approach has been the mainstay of development approach in developing economies, particularly in Southeast Asia. Contemporary modernization theory views economic development as a part of the larger process of social and cultural change (Qadeer, 1974: Ramezani and Hamidi, 2010). Modernization as a transformation of traditional or pre-modern institutions posits a new formation of social organization characterized by advancement in technological and institutional capability. The dualist notion of transformation from a traditional to modern entity, as well as its co-construct rural to urban is contested by some modernist as inappropriate, as one can modernize and still persist with traditional values and practices (Marglin and Marglin, 1990; Smelser and Swedberg, 1994; Smelser and Swedberg, 1994).

Inglehart and Baker (2000) has framed this debate in the socioeconomic development literature as the convergence versus persistence school, emphasizing the convergence of modernization values and institutions in the former and depicting the persistence of traditional forms in the latter.

Urban retailing in developed and developing economies houses both traditional and modern retailing. Traditional retailing is characterized by traditional retail formats (i.e., personal service), is managed by families, owned by a sole proprietor or independents and often involves small-scale enterprises (Selvadurai, 2003; CCRRCA, 2007). We have classified the traditional retailing as covering a range of activities in the lower-circuit sector and the middle-circuit sector. The lower-circuit sector is the impermanent informal sector such as traditional food vendors, hawkers, wet markets, periodic markets, bazaar. Whilst the middle-circuit sector within the traditional retailing format entails permanent and formal stores with traditional features such as family, independent and small outlets. There are
Clothing. Caution should be noted of the existence of circuit sector such as sundry, general store, and many types of trades engaged by the traditional middle-circuit sector such as sundry, general store, textile and clothing. Caution should be noted of the existence of hybrid middle-circuit sector where the retail formats can be family owned, self-service and multiple ownership structure such as partnership venture (Selvadurai, 2003). Meanwhile modern retail stores are self-service offerings that typically are part of a chain of stores and belong to an organization that has a corporate structure (CCRRCA, 2007). The sundry and general store refers to small-scale permanent stores offering a variety of merchandise or range of different unrelated types of goods and services.

In the past, studies on urban commercial and retail activities in developing countries by foreign scholars have concentrated on the persistence notion of exotic nature of the informal sector or the lower circuit of the urban economy (Geertz, 1963; Moir, 1978; Evers, 1981; Evers, 1994; Peattie, 1987; Benton, 1989; Sethuraman, 1998; Thomas, 1995; Walsh, 2010). These studies have neglected other formal retail activity such as permanent stores (i.e., in shophouse premise) that have sustained in the wider spectrum of retail activity (Potter and Salau, 1990; Selvadurai, 2003). In a similar vein, contemporary and recent studies tend to focus on modern retail formats such as supermarkets, specialty stores, department stores, shopping centers and hypermarket retail development (Goldman, 1981; 1982; 2001; Kaliappan et al., 2009; Bidyarthi et al., 2011). There were two streams of studies that have emerged from these modernizing retail studies in developing countries: (i) internationalization and entry of foreign large retailers into these countries and (ii) impact of large-scale retailing (i.e., supermarket, hypermarket) on small traders and local consumers. Both these stream of studies tend to overemphasize and reinforce the convergence school argument.

However, the persistence school idea in the middle circuit retail activities has emerged as a vibrant discourse in the developed world (Covin and Miles, 1999; Crewe and Forster, 1993; Wrigley and Lowe, 1996, 1996; Crewe, 1996; Stone, 1995; Worthington, 1998; Hallsworth and Worthington, 2000). The persistence schools have also emerged in the developing world, but in a mixed fashion. The counter trends were observed in the fresh food sector and certain complementary retail trades. Studies by Findlay et al. (1990); Chamhuri and Batt (2009); Goldstein (1990) and Goldman et al. (1999) showed that wet market traditional retail formats still dominate the fresh food arena in Malaysia, Taiwan and Hong Kong respectively, even though supermarkets have made inroads into the retail landscape for a long time. A local study undertaken by Kaliappan et al. (2009) found that complementary type of small retail businesses benefitted from the presence of foreign hypermarkets whilst small grocers were negatively impacted. Others such as Selvadurai (2003) and Roslin and Melewar (2008) found that small retailers possess distinctive qualities that differentiate their provision from large retailers. This persistence of small retailers suggests that historical, cultural and geographical context (such as island towns) manifest different trade product provision responses. In a similar vein but in broader retail geographical literature, Findlay et al. (1990) argued for the need to understand why places in different culture and areas evolve distinctive retail structures and how its changes are reflective of the urban environment.

Island towns in small island economies are somewhat different from their counterpart on mainland towns, in that it has been characterized by its inherent external dependent structure and spatial impediments (Selvadurai, 2003). This external dependent structure was influenced by its dependence on development capital (i.e., central government assistance and initiatives), consumer markets (i.e., tourist market) and economic investment (Poirine, 1993; Zhang, 1994; Bertram, 1993). This dependence structure suggests a loss of control on the locality to shape its development path. Meanwhile the spatial impediments of island towns are faced with isolation, inaccessibility and higher cost inputs (Bertram, 1993). Besides these geographical constraints, island economies and towns are also opportune by the open border and fluid nature that enabled prospective tourist resource ventures (i.e., island attraction, water sports) as well as illegal activities (i.e., smuggling trade) (Selvadurai, 2003; Selvadurai et al., 2011). An island economy with dramatic urban restructuring like Labuan provides an excellent site to examine the persistence of traditional retailing such as sundry and general store trade.

The literature was scarce on the persistence of traditional retail characterized by independent, small-scale, formal and permanent retail stores. Sundry and general store retailing has been part of the Malaysian retail fabric from the early town centre location and its continued presence in the suburban and neighborhood locations. More so, few studies have examined the persistence sundry and general store in island towns, particularly in the developing world, which this study attempts to fill the gap. Thus, the aim of this study is to examine the persisting organizational features of sundry and general store retail trade in Labuan town, East Malaysia.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Site description: Labuan Island has undergone several changes in its structures of governance, from the colonial occupation, to provincial state government (i.e., Sabah) and finally under the Federal Government rule (i.e., Federal Territory). Changes in governance have led to changes in economic representation from a barter trade post in the 1970s to a free port status in 1984 and as an International Offshore Financial Centre (IOFC) status in 1990. However the economic structure of the island was dominated by the public service sector, followed by manufacturing sector and in the wholesale, retail, hotels and restaurants sector. To complement the financial business, the government have been promoting the business and shopping as tourism attraction. The Labuan island population stands at about an estimated 85000 people in 2009, with 54752 people in Labuan town GeoName.

Data collection and analysis: A descriptive design using qualitative approach was utilized. Data were collected from series of recursive informal interview exercise (Khairul, 2008) conducted since 1997, with follow up interviews conducted in 2003 and 2005. The sundry and general store trade was chosen because it is one of the major retail trades in Labuan town. A total of 14 informal interviews on the sundry and general store trade were obtained, after narratives on features and reasons on sundry and general store pattern appears saturated. Interview data on the persistence of sundry and general store trade was focused on organizational features such as family attributes, ownership structure, retail formats and other structural questions were sought. Besides that reasons for the persistence of traditional retailing was sought. Data were analyzed thematically (Novel et al., 2011) by examining the organizational features of their retail trade, as well as to elicit reasons for the persistence of the sundry and general store trade.

RESULTS

Family business: One of the prevalent features of traditional retailing in the sundry and general store retail trade was the family business operation. The term family business here refers not only to family ownership, but also to participation by family members in the operation of their business. The family business was not only common among the independent type of organizations but also among the multiples. Multiples refer to enterprises having more than one establishment as part of their enterprises. This suggests that even in business expansion conditions the family structure plays a prominent role. Another feature of the traditional retailing was that older business establishments (i.e., more than 12 years old) were more likely to be family operated than were newer establishments, reinforcing the sustenance of such activities.

Most of the family businesses are patriarchal in nature, operated by fathers and then subsequently taken over by their sons. This pattern holds in the predominantly Chinese operated sundry and general stores. Before the 1990s core family members participated in the business, namely sons, brothers and wives of the owner-managers. Over time, the circle of family members involved has grown and in the 2000s included daughters, sisters, mothers, cousins and in-laws. This ‘widening’ participation of family members was the result of: (i) Labor shortages in the locality, (ii) Greater trust in family members, (iii) Exposure of family members to entrepreneurial skills, (iv) Engaging more educated family members in their enterprise and (v) Keeping up with changes in technology such as computers or mobile computing (Suman and Psunder, 2007), with which younger generations within the family are most familiar. Thus adaptation process within the traditional retailing such as the sundry sector saw some moving into modern self-service format along the minimarket concept, though they are not many.

The Chinese families’ participation in family retail business is unique in several points. The local Chinese have limited family ties to mainland China and use domestic family members in their enterprises. As such they utilize both sexes in their enterprises. The Chinese businesses are more inclined to utilize narrower kinship ties in business participation and succession. Besides that, they use dialects and clans as social capital to establish ties in business. In contrast, the Indians (mainly local born) and Malays are new entrants into the sundry urban sector (i.e., permanent retailing) and utilize nuclear family members and external workforce.

Independent character: As alluded earlier, the prevalence of independent organization amongst family businesses is a feature of traditional retailing, which has persisted over time. Independent stores were more common amongst the medium-aged and older stores in the sundry and general store retail trade. The medium and older establishments in those trades are also predominantly family operated. This suggests that the medium and older independent stores have not expanded.
To illustrate an example an independent retailer “XX Minimart,” who commenced operation in 1971 as a general store by the father of the present retailer, who also owns the premises. Later the son (the current owner-manager) who had worked under his father’s apprenticeship took over the business in 1976 as a result of his father’s ill health. Subsequently, the retailer, a local Chinese from the Hokkien-clan, introduced the new self-service concept and reformed the store as an independent mini-market general store. He considered the period between 1976 until 1982 as the “best years (sales)...because he was one of the leaders in the mini-market concept.” However, he has maintained the same old structures until now, with few modifications. For example, the arrangements and shelf structures do not reflect the latest mini-market retail format, as observed in other establishments. The retailer also noted that since 1994 his sales “had declined,” but the business is “surviving” because he does not have to incur high overheads, as the premise was privately owned. He has no plans to expand because of the capacity constraints of the mini-market and size of premises, as well as the broader slowdown in the general store business due to competition from the opening of larger supermarkets and wholesale-retailers. This store like other sundry and general store continue to operate as an independent small-scale activity because of constraints island market, restraining further expansion.

Ownership structure: Partnership and sole proprietorship arrangements characterized older sundry and general stores. Sole proprietorship tended to last over time in the sundry and general store retail trades, where changes in business ownership were relatively lower. The stability of sole proprietorship ownership structure in the sundry and general stores suggests strong family tradition in continuing such businesses. Many retailers have ventured into partnership with non-family entities but have complained that such enterprise does not last long. Even partnerships with family members have not been successful for example amongst brothers in a case of a sundry retail that lasted for two years. Thus the prevalent feature of sole proprietorship and its small-size independent and family character The stability in these ownership structures is both due to internal constraints such as capital and information, as well as sustenance of these activities for survival purposes.

DISCUSSION

There are several reasons that can be attributed for the persistence of traditional organization feature of sundry and general store retailing in Labuan, namely the easy start-up or incubation of the trade, the generational comfort and survival intent, the expandability constraint, the island’s economic conditions and its historical embeddedness. The prevalence of small independent sundry stores operated by family business as can be attributed to the ease of entry for family capital as well as traders engaged in barter trade in the island economy. This trend suggests the prevalence of family operation as an “incubator enterprise” for inter-generational transfer of enterprise culture. Besides that employee commitment to small business is much higher as shown in organizational behavior studies (Muthuveloo and Rose, 2005)

The generational comfort and survival intent of these retailers were shaped by the social and cultural embeddedness of these retailers who resist change especially in stores that are family run independent stores. Likewise, established business ties, fear of venturing into new methods or techniques, lack of education (Moorthy et al., 2011) and lack of contacts in reforming business all have a stabilizing effect. Another critical factor is that older establishments have less overheads commitment, since these retailers own the premise and the sundry retail option remains a favorite amongst the older generation.

The expandability constraint reflected in the continued independent character of these retailers can be attributed to combination of several inter-related factors: Limited capital; family operation; sole proprietorship ownership structures; the nature of the trade; the slowdown in the local economy; declining consumer market and the constraint of the small island market. The island economic conditions such as slowdown in its economy and increased operating costs (i.e., rental rates, freight charges, surge in rental property) have prompted retailers to continue on existing retail format. Also the predominantly rural structure of the island economy prompted family and independent retailers to continue in such enterprise. Even under modernizing conditions of the industrial and financial development, the prevalence of the migrant workers, neighboring tourist market sustained such enterprise.

The historical embedding of the sundry and general stores trades has a wider link with the barter trade activity of Labuan. Labuan was a free port, dealing in barter trade, mainly engaged in manufactured goods. As such, most of the small retailers are engaged in those trades proliferated as a result of the spin-off generated by the barter trade and the volume of trading providing the economies of scale for them to sustain. Though the barter trade has dwindled the historical institutional process persists. This trend of pathway
dependency resonates with the view expressed by Findlay et al. (1990) that emphasized the distinctive social and institutional context in which retailing occurs in developing world, as illustrated in the experience of the island town of Labuan.

CONCLUSION

By way of conclusion, the persistence of traditional retailing was characterized by inherent family business and stability of sole proprietorship, coupled with the prevalence of independent outlets. The island towns with its structural dependency have a unique capacity to preserve certain retail trades that are under threat in conventional geographical context. The reasons attributed to the persistence of traditional retailing are a combination of retailer capacity factors and the situational context of the island economy. This implies that the island with porous borders, not only have a confluence of external influence, but can sustain economic culture. The historical regional link, local social and cultural embeddedness and the limited market of the island economy, places constraints to small sundry and general store traders in persisting in existing organization form.

Future research can explore the persistence of cultural goods in these sundry and general stores, to see the extent to which diverse socio-economic market structures are served. Furthermore, studies on other traditional retailing offering comparison goods trades such as textile and clothing sector which forms a prevalent feature of urban areas in the developing world will be an interesting exposition. These essential retail trades were often linked to the urban economic history and will reveal different levels of persistence, in view of the competition from modern retail structures such as hypermarket and department store formats.
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